
BENEFITS  
AT A GLANCE

A selection of our Thermal fabrics

• Insulating properties

• Effective energy saving

• Cozy atmosphere

• No construction measures needed

•  Improvement of room acoustics

•  Floor-to-ceiling fabrics,  
no additional seams

• Easy-care, washable at 30° C

Discover our thermal fabrics  
at ado-goldkante.de

Follow us

ADO Goldkante GmbH & Co. KG
Tel. +49 (0) 6171-632 104 – Fax +49 (0) 6171-632 108
export@ado-goldkante.de – www.ado-goldkante.de

FILL YOUR HOME 
WITH WARMTH
ADO THERMAL FABRIC

Twilight FR 1389 / 998

Breaking Dawn Dimout FR  
1302 / 774

Twilight FR 1389Shell 2609 Breaking Dawn  
Dimout FR 1302

James 2611 



OUR WARMEST RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR THE WINTER

In order to feel good at home, it should always be warm and cozy 
– especially in the colder months. With our ADO Thermal fabrics 
you can look forward to a warm winter more than ever. While the 
temperatures are dropping outside, ADO Thermal fabrics keep 
your home toasty warm while at the same time reducing your 
heating costs. Thanks to the wide range of designs and colorways, 
the very sight of them will warm the cockles of your heart. Their 
soft touch and feel also appeal to our senses ensuring a super 
cozy atmosphere. 

ENERGY SAVER AND 
HEAT INSULATOR  
IN ONE FABRICS THAT PROVIDE TRANQUILITY

Winter will have a hard time getting past us! Our ADO Thermal 
fabrics are the optimal solution for ensuring that warmth doesn’t 
escape through windows, doors or stairwells, effectively minimizing 
heating costs at the same time*. Whether as a room divider, deco-
rative curtain or to block out wind and cold – ADO Thermal fabrics 
with their unique fiber structure and high-density thread count will 
hold the winter at bay. In the summer the thermal fabrics have the 
opposite effect, ensuring that rooms don’t become heated through 
the rays of the sun. On top of all that, the thermal fabrics also come 
with effective dimout properties as well as acoustic absorption of 
ambient sounds from outside.

ADO Thermal fabrics are not just gorgeous to look at, they 
also bring a pleasant tranquility to your four walls. Thanks to 
their dense structure, they muffle annoying noises and echoes, 
reducing ambient noise in your home*. Especially in the case 
of high ceilings and hard floors like tiling, parquet or laminate 
flooring the easy-care durable fabrics contribute to a pleasant 
acoustic in any room.

Effectively 
 minimizes 

heating costs

*  Excellent heat insulation – tested and certified by the “Textilforschungsinstitut Thüringen-Vogtland e. V.” *  Sound absorption tests conducted by the independent “Hohenstein Institut für Textilinnovation GmbH” 
confirm a high degree of sound absorption.

James 2611 / 564

Shell 2609 / 683


